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Abstract
The concept of modern methods of construction seems to provide faster and more efficient construction increasingly in the
construction industry. These modern methods provide features and solutions to the problems of cost, durability and speed but
the choice of the most suitable system for building follows a number of requirements and conditions determined by the nature of
the same construction and its specifications. This article analyzes two concrete building systems: concrete flat-slabs construction
and tunnel form construction (TCF), but with a comparison methodology between both types of systems in the following aspects:
method of construction, components contacts and particles of implementation, through an overview of both systems and their
parts and the implementation mechanism of the construction to ultimately determine the appropriate place to use each one. All of
building height, function, and speed required are important factors to determine the priority of one of these two systems over the
other.
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Introduction
Concrete structural systems must be durable, constructible,
economical, and functional. The system selected must be strong
and in many cases aesthetically pleasing. The system must have
deflections that are within acceptable limits and in seismic areas
must have the ability to absorb the large amounts of energy
generated by seismic vents. Selection of a structural system can
sometimes be a difficult process [1]. Each of the concrete flat-slabs
construction and tunnel form construction (TCF) are in generally
concrete building systems, but with a comparison methodology
between both types of systems in the following aspects: method of
construction, components contacts and particles of implementation,
we are able to know the weaknesses and strengths of each of them

to arrive at the end to find the right place for using each of them
based on the results arising.

General Definition

Flat-Slab General Definition
A flat-slab is a part of the elevated concrete floor systems that
can be classified as two parts that they are further divided into
several types:
(a) Beam-Supported Floors: (one-way slab, two-way slab, oneway joist floor and two-way joist floor that called waffle slab).
(b) Beamless Floors: (two-way joist floor, flat plate and flatslab) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Types of elevated concrete floors [2].
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Figure 2: Forces Movement [3].
And this site-cast concrete is monolithic structurally; this means
that there is continuity among elements allowing the loads to flow
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through the structure. This is accomplished because the walls, floors
and columns all work together as a one-piece unit to transfer loads
without bolted welded, pinned or grouted connections (Figure 2).
A flat-slab is a slab and column structure with drop panels and
column capitals at the slab and column connections (Figure 3a).
The primary purpose of drop panels is to provide greater shear
resistance at the columns, where the shear maximizes structurally,
the drop panel must extend a minimum of one-sixth of the slab
span in each direction and its drop below the slab must at least be
25% of the slab thickness, (Figure 3b), for formwork economy the
drop depth is also based on lumber dimensions (Figure 3c). With
round columns, however, manufacturers supply column forms that
have built-in drop panels and column capitals (Figure 4). Flat-slab
is generally used where the live loads are relatively high, such as
in parking garages or storage or industrial facilities [2-4]. Concrete
flat-slabs have been used since the mid (1900s) and are one of
the most common floor systems employed in the construction of
many multi- story buildings such as offices, hotels, and apartments
throughout the world [5].

Figure 3: Typical details of a flat-slab and minimum code requirements for drop panel dimensions.
(a) A typical flat-slab.
(b) Minimum drop panel dimensions.
(c) Drop depth of panel based on dimension lumber [2].

Tunnel Form General Definition

Figure 4: A flat-slab with (round) drop panels and column
capitals under construction [2].

The tunnel form system is an industrialized construction
technique in which structural walls and slabs are cast (in situ)
simultaneously using steel forms composed of vertical and
horizontal panels set at right angles. The tunnel form structural
systems (i.e., box systems) having a load-carrying mechanism
composed of reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls and slabs only
[6]. Tunnel form is one of the modern methods of construction
(MMC) that originated in the United Kingdom as a common
term for offsite methods of construction and onsite methods of
construction. Offsite (MMC) is prefabrication elements or parts of
structures, constructed in factory, transported and assembled on-
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site. Onsite (MMC) is building blocks and parts of structures takes
place directly on site [7]. Various authors prepared studies about
the classifications of modern methods of construction (MMC), part
of these classifications are listed in the Table 1 [7], which shows the
tunnel form as one of the prefabricated auxiliary structures (site
assembled) that cast on site. This system is made of panels in both
directions which are set at right angles and supported by struts and
props. The main elements in such structure are wall elements as
primary load carrying elements, and slabs which are almost the
same thickness as the walls. These buildings do not have either
beams or columns and this type of structure reduces the number
of joints [8]. Each half of tunnel form looks like an upside down
(L), the wall portion of the form is typically (2.4 to 3m) high, each
form has wheels built in and a screw jack to adjust the elevation
of the form. The two halves of the form are locked together with a
special (roof lock) that also maintains flatness tolerances between
the forms to within a few thousandths of millimeter. A critical piece
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of hardware on a tunnel form is an adjustable diagonal support
extending from the wall to the deck form, it transfers the weight
of the deck to the wall form and ultimately to the wall below the
floor slab. Before a project begins, these supports are adjusted and
cambered to account for the weight of the concrete on the deck
(Figure 5).
Table 1: classifications of modern methods of construction [7].
Tunnel form (TCF)

Onsite (MMC)
Prefabricated auxiliary structures
(site assembled)

Stick build timber frame

Insulated concrete formwork (IFC)
Thin joint block work / Clay block
Oak framed buildings

Glue laminated framed building

Figure 5: The components of tunnel form construction [8].

Method of Construction
Flat-Slab System
The concrete placement sequence in the flat-slab system has
significant importance on the behavior of frames [1]. A waffle
slab is more commonly constructed as a beamless slab (Figure
6). In a beamless waffle slab a few domes on all sides of a column
are omitted so that the thickness of the slab at the columns is the
same as the depth of the joists. The thickening of the slab at the
columns provides shear resistance (against the slab punching
through the columns) [2]. The formwork for the slab consists of
glass fiber–reinforced plastic domes placed on a flat form deck with
the lips butting each other (Figure 7). Like the pans, the domes can
withstand repeated use, dome dimensions have been standardized
to produce (0.9m, 1.2m) and (1.5m) center-to-center distances
between domes in a variety of depths, the domes have a wide
supporting lip on all sides and are laid on a flat-form deck [2].

Figure 6: A beamless waffle slab, (i.e., a waffle slab
supported on column heads “capitals”) [2].
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Figure 7: Standard (GFRP) dome sizes for a waffle slab. Consult manufacturers for available sizes. (a) Three-dimensional view
of fiberglass dome used as form for a waffle slab. (b) Section through dome [2].
IS 456:2000 code recommendations for proportioning flat-slab:

a) Thickness of flat-slab: the thickness of flat-slab shall be
generally controlled by considerations of span to effective depth
ratio.

b) Drops: the drops when provided shall be rectangular in plan
and have a length in each direction not less than one third of the
panel length in each direction. For exterior panels, with drops at
right angles to the non -continuous edge and measured from center
line of the columns shall be equal to one half the width of drop for
interior panels [9].

Tunnel Form System

After the first ground level floor slab is placed, workers cast a
(0.7 m) high curb where ever a wall is to be located. Reinforcement
for a wall extends through the top of the curb, tying into the floor
(reinforcement for walls is placed before curbs are cast and before
the forms are put in position). The tunnel forms are then set
(0.05m) above the floor against the curbs. Next workers attach steel

block outs to one form wall for doorways, mechanical, plumbing
and electrical vertical chases [10,11]. The doors have cam levers to
collapse the bulkheads for easy removal afterwards. Tapered ties
with both internal and external spacers join the tunnels together;
tie spacing is typically on (1.2×1.8m) grids. Reinforcement for the
deck above is placed after the tunnel forms are positioned then
rough electrical and block outs for plumbing are the final steps.
After placing concrete some contractors put tarps over the end
opening of the tunnel and supply heat to the enclosure to accelerate
strength gain in the concrete. Others increase the design strength
of their concrete in order to achieve the (60%) of design strength
(typically 84-98kg/cm²) needed to remove forms the morning after
placement, to remove the tunnel forms workers lower the screw
jacks so the wheels on the forms contact the floor, each half tunnel
form is rolled out by exposing a (lifting hole) located in the top of
the form at one-third of its length, then a crane lifts the form and
moves it to the next location. As the forms are being moved out of
the previous placement, workers spray form oil on the wall sections
to read them for the next cycle (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Multistory tunnel building construction system and typical symmetrical story plan. Note: thick lines in plan indicate
shear walls [10].
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The Next Cycle
i. The tunnel forms are first cleaned and coated with form oil,
and then they are placed in their positions by using the kicker as
the guide.

ii. The wall reinforcement is placed before the tunnel formwork
is positioned, then reinforcement steel and electric conduits are set
in their places on the tunnel form.
iii. Wall, slab and kickers are cast. The next morning the
formwork is ready to be stripped and carried to the next location
by a crane.

In accordance with the design, steel block outs may be installed
on the formwork panels to form the plumbing openings see Figure
9.

in such structure are wall elements, as primary load carrying
elements, and slabs which are almost the same thickness as the
walls. These buildings do not have either beams or columns and
this type of structure reduces the number of joints [8]. Steel forms
composed of vertical and horizontal panels set at right angles. Nonstructural components such as facade walls, stairs, and chimneys
are commonly produced as prefabricated elements [13]. Creates
walls and floor slabs typically without openings during the primary
concrete placement, windows looking outside and interior doors
or partitions are usually crafted from precast panels or lightweight
concrete blocks, when architectural form allows it, doors may also
be formed by leaving openings in the formwork during the primary
casting [14].

The Strengths and Weaknesses
Flat-Slab System
The Strengths

a. No restrictions on the positioning “can minimize floor-tofloor heights” [13].

b. Reduced cladding costs and refabricated services components
and finishes of the building [13].

c. Built faster because formwork is simplified and minimized
[13].
d. Early striking and flying systems. The overall speed of
construction will be limited by the rate at which vertical elements
can be cast [13].

e. The more flexible floor systems as it provides the designer
with the freedom in floor plan designs [15].

Figure 9: Slab cycle of tunnel formwork [11].

Components
Contacts
Implementation

and

Particles

of

Flat-Slab System
Most connections, if not all, are required to transfer an
unbalanced moment in addition to a shear force between slab and
column [12]. Connections between the column and the slab are
formed of, drops: to resist the punching shear which is predominant
at the contact of slab and column support, the drop dimension
should not be less than one-third of panel length in that direction.
Column heads: certain amount of negative moment is transferred
from the slab to the column. To resist this negative moment the area
at the support needs to be increased this is facilitated by providing
column capital/heads.

Tunnel Form System

This system is made of panels in both directions which are set at
right angles and supported by struts and props. The main elements

f. Allows architect to introduce partition walls anywhere
required, allows owner to change the size of room layout and allows
choice of omitting false ceiling and finish soffit of slab with skim
coating [13].
The Weaknesses

a. Joints are often the weakest link in a structural system [1].

b. Effects of increasing levels by increasing the steel
requirements in column and beams, for an eight storied building:
a percentage increase of (69%) in steel reinforcement is observed
compared to non-seismic design [16].
c. The cost and duration required for shoring, forming, pouring
and stripping operations, in addition: post-tensioning operations
increase the construction cost, duration and complexity [15].

d. The flat-slab system is susceptible to a type of strength
failure around the connection of column to slab known as punching
failure [12].
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Tunnel Form System
The Strengths
e. A symmetrical configuration in horizontal and vertical
planes that enables continuous flow of construction and better
quality assurance [16].

f. Tunnel form buildings provide superior seismic performance
[16].

g. Reducing deformation under earthquake load and shorter
period of oscillation [8].

h. Due to reduction in slab cycle time tunnel formwork proves
more time [17]; this construction technique greatly reduces
construction time by as much as (50%) and the costs by (20%)
relative to the conventional methods [14].
i. The total cost for the shell will almost always be less than
with other forming systems [10].
j. Speed of construction with a small crew [10].

k. The speed of work and covering a large area (40-60 m3) in
one procedure [8].

l. Low maintenance and a strong rigid structure, quietness is a
strong selling point. There is no creaking or movement in the floors
and concrete walls transmit little sound. Energy savings are also
significant [10].
m. Relates to the repetitive nature of the work, there are
fewer mistakes [10].
The Weaknesses

a. (42) floors and above would not be rational for shear wall
buildings (or similar structures) constructed using tunnel form
systems, in turn causes losses in terms of material, as the thickness
of shear walls increases [13].
b. The total construction costs increase continuously with an
increase in building height [13].

c. The most costly component is the reinforcing steel, on the
other hand, the proportion of formwork costs decreases with an
increase in the number of floors [13].
d. Incompliance forms and massive structure [8].

e. The tunnel form buildings are built in one construction cycle,
and no increments or modifications are possible at a later stage
[14].
f. The buildings have substantial separation distances between
them when separated from adjacent buildings; the typical distance
from a neighboring building is (10) meters [14].

g. The one absolute requirement for tunnel forming is an
opening on the perimeter of the structure, allowing for the removal
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of the form, workers must be able to roll the forms out of the
structure far enough to be handled by crane [10].

h. In a typical building of this type there are no elevators and (12) fire-protected exit staircases. Internal staircases are the primary
means of escapes during fires and other types of emergencies. In
a number of instances owners have installed external spiral steel
staircases when the internally provided staircases did not meet the
size and space requirements of the official specifications [14].

Comparison between the Two Systems
(Table 2)

Table 2: Comparison between the tunnel form system and the
flat-slab system.
Comparison between the tunnel form
system and the flat-slab system

Tunnel form

Flat-slab

Strength of the joints and connection
between elements

√

×

Seismic performance superior

√

Flexibility in the form

×

Good for buildings that have less than
(40) stories
The possibility of building floors
underground
Possibility of changing the location or
delete walls

The possibility of structural adjustments
and adjustment after casting

Speed in the completion of work and ease
of movement molds

Conclusion

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√
√
×

Both systems based on removable models that speed up work,
(TCF) construction technique reduces construction time by as much
as (50%) and symmetrical configuration in horizontal and vertical
planes enable continuous flow of construction and better quality
assurance, and in flat-slab system built is faster because formwork
is simplified and minimized, but the (TCF) outperform in terms of
overall speed by covering a large area (40-60 m3) in one procedure
and (300m2) of formwork each (24) hours. Cost increases in both
systems with increasing height where shoring, forming, pouring
and stripping operations increases, in addition to increases in steel
reinforcement and slabs and shear walls thickness. But however
(TCF) construction technique reduces construction costs by (20%)
relative to the conventional methods. Tunnel form buildings
provide superior seismic performance while joints in flat-slab
system are often the weakest link in a structural system. Building
established by (TCF) faces limitations, that building constructed
using flat-slab system do not face, such as: (42) floors and above
would not be rational, the buildings have substantial separation
distances between them when separated from adjacent buildings
that the typical distance from a neighboring building is (10) meters,
incompliance forms and massive structure.
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